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Abstract

IPF is a progressive fibrotic lung disease whose pathogenesis remains incompletely

understood. We have previously discovered pathologic mesenchymal progenitor cells

(MPCs) in the lungs of IPF patients. IPF MPCs display a distinct transcriptome and

create sustained interstitial fibrosis in immune deficient mice. However, the precise

pathologic alterations responsible for this fibrotic phenotype remain to be uncovered.

Quantitative mass spectrometry and interactomics is a powerful tool that can define

protein alterations in specific subcellular compartments that can be implemented to

understand disease pathogenesis. We employed quantitative mass spectrometry and

interactomics to define protein alterations in the nuclear compartment of IPF MPCs

compared to control MPCs. We identified increased nuclear levels of PARP1, CDK1,

and BACH1. Interactomics implicated PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 as key hub proteins

in the DNA damage/repair, differentiation, and apoptosis signaling pathways respec-

tively. Loss of function and inhibitor studies demonstrated important roles for PARP1

in DNA damage/repair, CDK1 in regulating IPF MPC stemness and self-renewal, and

BACH1 in regulating IPF MPC viability. Our quantitative mass spectrometry studies

combined with interactomic analysis uncovered key roles for nuclear PARP1, CDK1,

and BACH1 in regulating IPFMPC fibrogenicity.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) is a chronic and ultimately fatal

disease characterized by a progressive fibrotic destruction of the

Abbreviations: IPF, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis; MPC, mesenchymal progenitor cell; IPA,

ingenuity pathway analysis; TMT, tandemmass tag.
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gas-exchange apparatus (2002; [45]). We have previously identified

intrinsically fibrogenic mesenchymal progenitor cells (MPCs) in the

human IPF lung that serve as a source for IPF fibroblasts [57, 58, 60].

Bulk and single cell RNA-sequencing data demonstrate that IPFMPCs

have a distinct transcriptome and display a fibrogenic phenotype

that is characterized by nonresolving interstitial lung fibrosis in a

mouse xenograft model. While this suggests that IPF MPCs have
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undergone epigenetic changes that confer them with their fibrogenic

phenotype, the precise molecular mechanisms underlying their patho-

logical phenotype remain incompletely understood. The nucleus of

the eukaryotic cell is an active site for a variety of cellular processes

important for normal cell function. Abnormalities in nuclear proteins

and chromatin organization can alter key cellular processes leading to

cellular dysfunction and are hallmarks of many diseases [19, 50, 52].

In this regard, we previously identified differences in nuclear CD44

levels in IPF MPCs that play an important role in their pathologic

function [62]. We hypothesize that IPFMPC fibrogenicity involves the

abnormal location and/or quantity of nuclear proteins that function

as pivotal hubs in the protein interactome and control fibrogenic

behavior.

Defining variations in the quantity and location of proteins in cells

with different phenotypes is an important step in biomedical studies

whose objective is to understand the role of protein localization in dis-

ease pathogenesis [43]. Protein function can vary depending upon the

locationwithin a cell andmay lead to alterations in cell phenotype. Spa-

tial proteomics is an evolving powerful technology whose objective is

to define the proteome in specific subcellular compartments [35, 43].

Approaches to define the spatial proteome include high-throughput

imaging to visualize proteins within a cell or subcellular compartment

and quantitative mass spectrometry, to identify subcellular protein

networks by organelle profiling or interactomics [4–7, 9, 22, 38].

Here we isolated proteins within the nuclear compartment of IPF

and control MPCs and employed quantitative mass spectrometry to

define differences in their nuclear proteome. The nuclear protein

profile identified differences in the signature pattern between IPF

and control MPCs. Ingenuity pathway analysis (IPA) of the nuclear

proteome implied differences in DNA damage/repair, differentia-

tion/stemness, and apoptosis signaling pathways between IPF and con-

trol MPCs. Interactomic analysis identified PARP, CDK1, and BACH1

as critical nodes within several key nuclear protein networks that

may regulate these differences. Loss of function and inhibitor studies

demonstrated important roles for PARP1 in IPF MPC DNA dam-

age/repair; CDK1 in regulating IPF MPC stemness and self-renewal;

and BACH1 in regulating IPF MPC viability. Our quantitative mass

spectrometry studies combined with interactomic analysis uncovered

key roles for nuclear PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 in regulating IPFMPC

fibrogenicity.

2 RESULTS

2.1 The IPF MPC nuclear proteome differs from
control MPCs

Nuclear fractions were isolated from IPF and control MPCs using the

NE-PER Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extraction kit [51]. Nuclear fraction

protein puritywas augmented by including an additionalwash from the

recommended protocol. To analyze the purity of the resulting nuclear

fractions,Western blot analysiswas performedusing antibodies to two

predominantly cytoplasmic proteins, LDH and GAPDH. Following the

STATEMENTOF SIGNIFICANCE

IPF MPCs display a fibrogenic phenotype but the molecu-

larmechanismunderlying their pathologic phenotype remain

incompletely understood. Proteomic analysis of the IPFMPC

nuclear proteome identifiedPARP,CDK1, andBACH1as crit-

ical nodes within the DNA damage/repair, differentiation,

and apoptosis signaling pathways respectively; providing evi-

dence that these nuclear proteins function as pivotal hubs

in the protein interactome that control their fibrogenic

behavior.

additional wash step, only small amounts of LDH and GAPDH could

be detected in the nuclear fractions (Figure S1A). We next subjected

IPF and control MPC nuclear fractions to SDS-PAGE. Silver staining

of the SDS-PAGE gel demonstrated clear differences in the nuclear

protein profile between IPF and control MPCs (Figure S1B). Proteins

from the nuclear fractions were then identified and quantified by TMT

(Tandem Mass Tag) mass spectrometry. Global proteomic analyses of

IPF and control MPCs identified and quantified 3989 nuclear proteins.

Significant differences were observed for 1466 nuclear proteins, cor-

responding to 36% of all proteins identified (Figure S1C). Of these

3989 nuclear proteins, 64% were unchanged, 21% were increased in

IPFMPCs, and 15% were decreased in IPFMPCs compared to control

MPCs.

Following a published protocol [31], IPA pathway analysis was

applied to our proteomics data and revealed key differences between

IPF and control MPCs in 284 biological functions,186 key upstream

hub proteins and 45 signaling networks. Biological function analysis

identified DNA damage/repair, differentiation, and apoptosis as sev-

eral of themost altered cell functions in IPFMPCs compared to control

MPCs (Figure 1A, Table S1). Of note, this data is consistence with our

priorRNA-sequencing studies defining the IPFMPCtranscriptomeand

the identification of biological functions associated with their distinct

transcriptome [8, 57, 58, 60].

Forty-five signalingpathwayswere identified as significantly altered

between IPF and control MPCs. Included in this list were the PARP

signaling pathway which regulates DNA damage/repair, cyclin, and

cell cycle regulation pathway which regulates cell differentiation, and

apoptosis signaling pathway that governs cell viability (Figure 1B, Table

S2).

Among the 186 upstream nuclear hub molecules identified,

SMARCA4 (Brg1) was identified. Recently, we discovered that a

CD44/Brg1 nuclear complex regulates IPF MPC self-renewal [62].

Importantly, our quantitative proteomics analysis identified nuclear

PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 as key upstream proteins positioned at

pivotal hubs within DNA damage/repair, differentiation, and apoptosis

signaling networks, respectively. PARP1 is within the PARP signaling

pathway, CDK1 is within the cyclins and cell cycle regulation pathway,

and BACH1 is within the apoptosis signaling pathway. While the role
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F IGURE 1 Ingenuity pathway analysis of the IPF and control MPC nuclear proteome. Proteins identified from IPF and control MPC nuclear
fractions with relative quantification were applied to Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA). (A) Top cell functions associated with genes from IPF and
control MPC dataset identified by IPA. (B) Top canonical pathways associated with proteins from IPF and controlMPC dataset identified by IPA.
(C) Top upstream regulators associated with proteins from IPF and control MPC dataset identified by IPA. Cell functions, upstream regulators or
signal pathways identified are represented on the y-axis. The x-axis corresponds to the –log of the P-value (Fisher’s exact test) and the orange
points on each cell function, upstream regulator, or signal pathway bar represent the ratio of the number of proteins in a given pathway that meet
the cutoff criteria, divided by the total number of proteins that map to that cell function upstream regulator, or signal pathway. (D) PARP1, CDK1,
and BACH1 protein levels from IPFMPC nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions were quantified byWestern blot analysis. Lamin and GAPDH served as
a loading controls for nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions, respectively. (E) Immunocytochemical analysis was performed on IPFMPCs to analyze
PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 subcellular location. DAPI staining was used to identify the nucleus
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of PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 in IPF pathogenesis remains to be eluci-

dated, these data suggest that differences in these hub proteins may

play key roles in differentially regulating IPFMPC function (Figure 1C,

Table S3).

To verify the nuclear location of PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 in

IPF MPCs, we performed Western blot analysis on IPF MPC nuclear

and cytoplasmic fractions and immunocytochemistry studies.Western

blot analysis of nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions demonstrated that

PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 were predominantly found in our nuclear

fractions (Figure 1D). Immunocytochemical analysis also demon-

strated thepresenceofPARP1,CDK1, andBACH1 in thenucleus of IPF

MPCs (Figure 1E). Of note, while PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 predomi-

nantly localized to the nucleus of IPF MPCs, they were not exclusively

localized to the nucleus, but were also present in the cytoplasm. This is

consistent with prior work indicating that PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1

can be found both in the nucleus and cytoplasm [16, 26, 59, 61, 63].

Since our interactomic analysis identified PARP1, CDK1, and

BACH1 as key hub proteins within the DNA damage/repair, cell dif-

ferentiation, and apoptosis signaling networks, respectively, we next

sought to validate our quantitative mass spectrometry combined with

interactomic analysis. To do this we: (1) quantified nuclear PARP1,

CDK1, andBACH1proteins levels in IPFand controlMPCs; and (2) per-

formed loss of function and/or inhibitor studies to examine their role in

regulating key IPFMPC fibrogenic functions.

2.2 PARP1, a key hub molecule in the DNA
damage/repair network is increased in the nucleus of
IPF MPCs and plays a role in regulating the IPF
MPC’s DNA damage and repair response

We next sought to validate our spatial proteomics data suggesting

that alterations in key nuclear proteins in IPF MPCs result in dys-

functional IPF MPC behavior. Ingenuity Pathway Analysis identified

DNA damage/repair as a key biologic function altered in IPF MPCs.

Interactomic analysis suggested that PARP1 is a key upstream hub

protein in the IPF MPC DNA damage/repair network (Figure 2A).

To validate our quantitative mass spectrometry work, we quanti-

fied nuclear PARP1 levels by Western Blot analysis. PARP1 nuclear

protein expression was increased in IPF MPCs compared to control

(Figure 2B).

We next sought to determine if there were differences in DNA

damage in IPF MPCs compared to control MPCs. As markers of DNA

damage we quantified γH2AX and p21 levels in IPF and control MPCs.

Phosphorylation of the histone H2AX, termed γH2AX, is an initial

step involved in the recruitment of DNA repair proteins to sites of

double stranded DNA breaks [3, 29]. In addition, activation of the

p53-p21 pathway frequently occurs during DNA damage [29, 56].

Both γH2AX and p21 levels were increased in IPF MPCs compared

to control (Figure 2C). Induction of cellular senescence is one of the

consequences of DNA damage. Therefore, we also quantified the num-

ber of senescent IPF and control MPCs by β-galactosidase staining.

We found increased numbers of senescent IPF MPCs compared to

control (Figure 2D). Taken together, these data demonstrate that IPF

MPCs display higher levels of DNA damage than control MPCs and

express higher levels of the DNA damage repair protein PARP1. This

suggests that elevated PARP1 expression serves as a compensatory

cellular response to increased DNA damage and that PARP1 may play

a critical role in DNA damage repair in IPFMPCs.

Since our interactomic analysis identified PARP1 as a key hub pro-

tein in the IPF MPC DNA damage/repair network, we next analyzed

the role of PARP1 in regulating DNA damage/repair in IPF MPCs. 3-

aminobenzamide is a PARP1 inhibitor [42, 48]. We treated IPF MPCs

with 3-aminobenzamide and analyzed γH2AX and p21 levels. When

IPF MPCs were treated with 3-aminobenzamide, γH2AX and p21 lev-

els increased indicating that antagonism of PARP1DNA repair activity

augments IPF MPC DNA damage (Figure 2E). To confirm the PARP1

inhibitor result, we knocked down PARP1 using PARP1 shRNA. Simi-

lar to the PARP1 inhibitor, PARP1 knock down increased γH2AX and

p21 levels (Figure 2F). Together, these data validate the quantitative

mass spectrometry data identifying increased levels of nuclear PARP1

in IPFMPCsand indicate a key role forPARP1 in IPFMPCDNAdamage

repair.

2.3 CDK1, a key hub molecule in the
differentiation network is increased in the nucleus of
IPF MPCs and is associated with IPF MPC stemness
and self-renewal

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis of our quantitative proteomic data also

identified cellular differentiation as a key biologic function different

between IPF and control MPCs. CDK1 plays key role in cellular differ-

entiation. CDK1 controls the global epigenetic landscape in embryonic

stem cells and decreased CDK1 activity is associated with differenti-

ation. In cancer stem cells, CDK1 and its interaction with Sox2, Oct4

and Klf4 has been found to promote stemness [11, 30, 53]. Consistent

with our quantitative proteomic analysis, we found increased nuclear

CDK1 protein levels in IPFMPCs compared to control (Figure 3A).

CDK1 is a key hub protein in the cell differentiation signaling net-

work and interacts with a number of proteins that are in important in

regulating cell differentiation (Figure 3B). In cancer stem cells, CDK1

has been found to promote stemness [11, 30, 53]. We have previously

demonstrated that IL-8 increases the expression of stemness markers

in IPF MPCs and promotes IPF MPC self-renewal. Since CDK1 regu-

lates cell differentiation, we first examined the effect of the IL-8 on

CDK1 expression in IPF MPCs. We found that IL-8 increased CDK1

expression (Figure 3C). We next examined the role of CDK1 in regu-

lating IPF MPC self-renewal. Treatment of IPF MPCs with the CDK1

inhibitor Ro3306 inhibited IPF MPC self-renewal and also decreased

IL-8 mediated IPF MPC self-renewal (Figure 3D). Sox 2 is a stemness

marker [10, 11, 44]. We have previously found that Sox2 expression

is increased in IPF MPCs compared to control MPCs and that IL-8

treatment increases IPFMPCSox2 expression [60]. Therefore, we next

sought to determine whether CDK1 regulates Sox 2 expression. Treat-

ment of IPF MPCs with the CDK1 inhibitor Ro3306 abrogated the
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F IGURE 2 PARP1, a key hubmolecule in the DNA damage/repair network is increased in the nucleus of IPFMPCs and plays a role in
regulating the IPFMPC’s DNA damage and repair response. (A) Network of proteins related to DNA damage identified by IPA of the IPFMPC
nuclear protein data base. (B) PARP1 protein levels from IPF and controlMPC (Con) nuclear fractions were quantified byWestern blot analysis.
Lamin served as a loading control. N= 4, each of control and IPF cell lines (C202, C130, C157, C279, IPF 424, IPF442, IPF327, IPF 259).
Densitometry values are shown in the right hand graph. (C) p21 and γH2AX levels in IPF and control MPCs (Con) were quantified byWestern blot
analysis. GAPDH served as loading control. N= 4, each of control and IPF cell lines (C202, C130, C157, C279, IPF 424, IPF442, IPF327, IPF 259).
Densitometry values are shown in the right hand graph. (D) IPF and control (Con) senescentMPCswere identified by β-galactosidase staining.
Quantification of IPF and control MPC senescent cells (left panel). Representative photomicrograph of β-galactosidase staining of IPF and control
MPCs (right panel). β-galactosidase positive= blue stained cells. N= 4, each of control and IPF cell lines (C202, C130, C157, C279, IPF 424,
IPF442, IPF327, IPF 259). (E) IPFMPCswere treated with the PARP1 inhibitor 3-aminobenzamide (ABA, 50 μM) or vehicle control (Con). p21 and
γH2AX levels were analyzed byWestern blot analysis (left panel). Lamin served as a loading control. Densitometry values (right hand panel). F. IPF
MPCswere transducedwith PARP1 or scrambled shRNA. PARP1, p21, and γH2AX levels were analyzed byWestern blot analysis (left hand panel).
Lamin served as a loading control. Densitometry values (right hand panel). IPF cell lines 442 and 327were used in Figure E and F. All data are
shown asmean± SE. 3 technical replicates were performed for all experiments
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F IGURE 3 CDK1, a key hubmolecule in the differentiation network is increased in the nucleus of IPFMPCs and is associated with IPFMPC
stemness and self-renewal. (A) IPF and control MPC (Con) CDK1 levels were quantified byWestern blot analysis (left hand panel). Lamin served as
loading control. Densitometry values (right hand panel). N= 4, each of control and IPF cell lines. (C202, C130, C157, C279, IPF 424, IPF442,
IPF327, IPF 259). (B) Network of proteins related to cellular differentiation identified by IPA of the IPFMPC nuclear protein data base. (C) IPF
MPCswere treated with IL8 (5 ng/mL) or vehicle control (Con) and CDK1mRNA and protein levels were quantified by RT-PCR (left panel) and
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increased expression of Sox2 in response to IL8 (Figure 3E). To verify

the results of inhibition of CDK1 by Ro3306 on IPFMPC self-renewal,

we knocked down CDK1 using CDK1 shRNA and examined the abil-

ity of IPFMPCs to self-renew in the colony forming assay. Knock-down

of CDK1 decreased IPF MPC self-renewal compared to IPF MPCs

transduced with scrambled shRNA (Figure 3F). Furthermore, knock-

down of CDK1 also reduced IPF MPC self-renewal in response to IL8

(Figure 3F). In contrast, IPF MPCs transduced with scrambled shRNA

displayed a 30% increase in colony formation in response to IL8. Con-

sistent with the CDK1 inhibitor Ro3306 result, knock-down of CDK1

inhibited the IL-8 mediated increase in Sox2 expression (Figure 3G).

These data demonstrate that CDK1 regulates IPF MPC stemness and

self-renewal. Importantly, they validate the quantitative mass spec-

trometry results demonstrating that CDK1 expression is altered in IPF

MPCs and support the concept that CDK1 is a key hub protein in the

IPFMPC differentiation interactome.

2.4 Nuclear protein alterations affecting
apoptosis pathways of IPF MPCs

BACH1 is a transcription factor that belongs to the leucine zip-

per factor family. BACH1 regulates cell proliferation and apoptosis

[54, 55]. Our quantitative proteomic analysis indicated increased

nuclear BACH1 expression in IPF MPCs compared to control MPCs.

To validate our mass spectrometry result, we first examined BACH1

expression in IPF and control MPCs. Consistent with our quantitative

proteomic results, we found that BACH1 nuclear protein expression

was increased in IPF MPCs compared to control (Figure 4A). Analy-

sis of the BACH1 interactome revealed that it is a key nodal upstream

regulator in the apoptosis signaling network (Figure 4B). Therefore, we

next examinedwhether therewere differences in the level of apoptosis

between IPF and control MPCs during routine culture by quantifying

caspase 3 activity.We found that IPFMPCs displayed higher caspase 3

activity compared to control MPCs (Figure 4C).

To examine the role of BACH1 in regulating IPF MPC viability, we

knocked down BACH1 using BACH1 shRNA and quantified caspase 3

activity. The level of caspase 3 activity in IPF MPCs transduced with

BACH1 shRNA was reduced compared to IPF MPCs transduced with

scrambled shRNA (Figure 4D), suggesting that high levels of BACH1

may diminish IPF MPC viability. BCL2L11 or Bim is a proapoptotic

molecule in theBCL2protein family and is a direct target of theBACH1

transcription factor [36]. Therefore, to begin to assess whether the

ability of BACH1 to promote IPF MPC apoptosis might be mediated

through Bim, we examined the effect of loss of BACH1 function on Bim

expression. We found that knock-down of BACH1 decreased Bim pro-

tein expression in IPFMPCs, suggesting a role for the BACH1/Bim axis

in regulating IPF MPC viability (Figure 4E). Taken together, these data

validate the quantitativemass spectrometry data identifying increased

levels of nuclear BACH1 in IPFMPCs and suggest a key role for BACH1

in regulating IPFMPC viability.

3 DISCUSSION

IPF is a chronic and ultimately fatal disease characterized by a pro-

gressive decline in lung function (2002; [45]). We have previously

identified intrinsically fibrogenic MPCs in the human IPF lung that:

(i) cause nonresolving interstitial lung fibrosis in a humanized mouse

xenograft model; (ii) are found concentrated in a highly cellular region

on the perimeter of the fibroblastic focus in IPF lung tissue; and (iii)

serve as one source for IPF fibroblasts [57, 58, 60, 62]. Bulk and sin-

gle cell RNAseq studies indicate that IPF MPCs have a transcriptome

that is distinct from control MPCs and that CD44 is a marker of fibro-

genic MPCs [8]. We have found that nuclear CD44 interaction with

the epigenetic modulator protein Brg1 is important in conferring IPF

MPCs with their distinct transcriptome and cell-autonomous fibro-

genicity. Nevertheless, the precise molecular mechanisms underlying

their pathological phenotype remain incompletely understood.

Abnormalities in nuclear proteins and chromatin organization can

alter key cellular processes leading to cellular dysfunction and are hall-

marks of many diseases [19, 50, 52]. Spatial proteomics is a powerful

tool in biomedical research for defining the proteome in subcellular

compartments, such as the nucleus [35, 43]. Quantitative mass spec-

trometry combined with interactomics permits both the identification

and quantification of proteins and the ability to map them to spe-

cific signaling networks that regulate key cell functions [17, 66, 13,

25, 64]. To further delineate key alterations in IPF MPCs that under-

lie their pathologic phenotype, we purified nuclear proteins from IPF

and controlMPCsand subjected them toquantitativemass spectrome-

try combinedwith interactomic analysis. Three thousandninehindered

and eighty-nine nuclear proteins were identified with greater than

1400 displaying different nuclear levels in IPF MPCs compared to

control MPCs.

While the identification of 3989 proteins in the nucleus may be on

the high side, according to the Human Protein Atlas, 6784 proteins

Western blot analysis (middle panel). Densitometry values are shown in the right hand panel. IPF cell lines 327 and IPF442were used. The
experiment was replicated twice. (D and E) IPFMPCswere treated with CDK1 inhibitor Ro3306 (9 μM) or vehicle control (Con). Alternatively, IPF
MPCswere treated with IL-8 (5 ng/mL) plus CDK1 inhibitor Ro3306 or IL-8 plus vehicle control (Con). Colony number (left hand panel) and size
(right panel) were assessed using the colony forming assay and Image J analysis (D). Sox2 protein levels were quantified byWestern blot analysis
(E) (left hand panel). Densitometry values are shown in the right hand panel. (F and G). IPFMPCswere transducedwith CDK1 shRNA or scrambled
shRNA. Alternatively, IPFMPCs transducedwith CDK1 or scrambled shRNAwere treated with IL-8. Self-renewal was assessed using the colony
forming assay (F). CDK1 and Sox2 expression (G) was quantified by RT-PCR (left hand panel) andWestern Blot analysis (middle panel).
Densitometry values are shown in the right panel. Data in Figure D-G are shown asmean± SE. Three technical replicates were performed for all
experiments
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F IGURE 4 BACH1, a key hubmolecule in the apoptosis signaling network is increased in the nucleus of IPFMPCs and is associated with IPF
MPC viability. (A) IPF and control (Con)MPCBACH1 levels were analyzed byWestern blot analysis (left hand panel). Lamin served as loading
control. Densitometry values (right hand panel). N= 4, each of control and IPF cell lines. (C202, C130, C157, C279, IPF 424, IPF442, IPF327, IPF
259). (B) Network of proteins related to apoptosis identified by IPA of the IPFMPC nuclear protein data base. (C) IPF and control (Con)MPC
apoptosis was quantified using a caspase 3 assay (Thermo Scientific, USA). N= 4; each of control and IPF cell lines (C202, C130, C157, C279, IPF
424, IPF442, IPF327, IPF 259). (D) IPFMPCswere transducedwith BACH1 or scrambled shRNA. Cell apoptosis was quantified using a caspase3
assay. IPFMPC cell lines 442 and 458were used. (E) BACH1 and Bim expressionwere quantified byWestern Blot analysis. Lamin served as loading
control. Densitometry values are shown in the right hand graph. All data are shown asmean± SE. Three technical replicates were performed for all
experiments.
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have been experimentally detected in the nucleoplasm.However, 2796

nuclear proteins are supported by experimental evidence. It is impor-

tant to note that many proteins found in the nucleoplasm may also

be found in the cytoplasm due to nuclear-cytoplasmic translocation.

Because of the large number of proteins identified in our study, we

performed additional analysis of the nuclear samples to examine the

purity of the nuclear fractions. We used LDH and GAPDH as cytoplas-

mic markers. Despite including an additional wash step in our nuclear

isolation protocol, we found the presence of small amounts of LDH and

GAPDH in our nuclear fractions suggesting that our nuclear fractions

may not be 100% pure. However, because some proteins may be found

both in the nucleus and cytoplasm and because of nuclear-cytoplasmic

translocation, assessing purity of the nuclear sample by Western

blot analysis may not be optimal. In this regard, LDH, which is found

predominantly in the cytoplasm can also translocate to the nucleus

[18]. In addition, we also analyzed vimentin and HIF1α. Both were

present in our nuclear fractions. However, HIF1α can be found both

in the nucleus and cytoplasm [12] and vimentin can be found in tight

association with the nuclear membrane and within the nucleus of

cells [21]. We interpret these results as suggesting that our nuclear

sample preparationmay not have resulted in a completely pure nuclear

sample, but that our preparation resulted in enrichment for nuclear

proteins.

Our proteomics experiment identified PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1

as nuclear proteins whose expression differed in IPF MPCs. Western

blot analysis of nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions demonstrated that

PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 were predominantly found in our nuclear

fractions. In addition, we performed immunocytochemistry experi-

ments which demonstrate that PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 are found

predominantly in the nucleus of IPF MPCs. Consistent with our West-

ern blot analysis results, some PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 could also

be detected in the cytoplasm of IPFMPCs. This is consistent with prior

work indicating that PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 can be found both in

the nucleus and cytoplasm [16, 26, 63].

Since our interactomic analysis identified DNA damage/repair,

differentiation, and apoptosis as several of the most altered cell

functions in IPFMPCs, herewe focused on PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1,

regulators of DNA damage/repair, cell differentiation and apoptosis

signaling, respectively. We demonstrate that IPF MPCs display higher

levels of DNA damage and apoptosis, consistence with previous

reports demonstrating that increased levels of DNA damage can pro-

mote apoptosis [27, 34]. It is likely that the increased levels of nuclear

PARP1 identified by our quantitative mass spectrometry studies are

in response to the increased levels of DNA damage in IPF MPCs. Our

findings support the concept that PARP1 is a key protein regulating

DNA damage/repair in IPF MPCs. This is consistent with prior studies

linking PARP1 with DNA damage/repair [42, 65]. PARP1 plays a multi-

faceted role in DNA repair, facilitating single strand DNA break repair,

double strand DNA repair, stabilization of replication forks and PARP1

also participates in chromatinmodifications. The reason IPFMPCs dis-

play increased levels of DNAdamage is unclear andwill require further

examination.

We have previously reported IPF MPCs display greater stemness

marker expression and self-renewal compared to control MPCs [60,

62]. Here we have discovered increased nuclear levels of CDK1 in

IPF MPCs. Our interactomic analysis places CDK1 at center of reg-

ulation of differentiation in IPF MPCs. We demonstrate that CDK1

regulates IPF MPC self-renewal and expression of the Sox2 stem-

ness marker and loss of CDK1 function abrogates the IL-8 mediated

increase in IPF MPC self-renewal and Sox2 expression. These data

are consistent with prior work which has identified a central role for

CDK1 in regulating cellular differentiation [14, 53]. CDK1 is required

for the self-renewal of pluripotent stem cells and decreased levels

of CDK1 is associated with stem cell differentiation. Cancer stem

cells also display high levels of CDK1 where it regulates stemness

[23, 37, 39, 46].

In addition to elevated levels of DNA damage, we also found

that IPF MPCs display a higher level of apoptosis compared to con-

trol MPCs. Our quantitative mass spectrometry identified elevated

nuclear protein levels of the BACH1 transcription factor. Prior work

has identified BACH1 as a key regulator of apoptosis in a variety

of cell types including cancer cells [20, 24, 32, 33]. However, the

role of BACH1 in apoptosis is complicated. While some studies impli-

cate a role for BACH1 in mediating cell apoptosis, other work has

linked BACH1with DNA repair. In IPFMPCs, elevated BACH1 expres-

sion correlates with increased IPF MPC apoptosis. We demonstrate

that knock-down of BACH1 increases IPF MPC viability, indicat-

ing a role for BACH1 in regulating IPF MPC apoptosis. BLC2L11

or Bim is a direct target of BACH1. Bim is a proapoptotic protein

of the BCL-2 superfamily where it plays an essential role in initi-

ating the intrinsic apoptosis pathway. Importantly, studies indicate

that Bim plays a critical role in DNA damage-induced apoptosis [15].

We show that knock-down of BACH1 also decreases Bim expression.

Since knock-down of BACH1 decreases Bim expression and decreases

the level of IPF MPC apoptosis, these data suggest a key role for

the BACH1/Bim axis in regulating IPF MPC viability. Given the ele-

vated levels of DNA damage in IPF MPCs, it is conceivable that the

BACH1/Bim axis is playing a key role in IPF MPC damage-induced

apoptosis.

Taken together, our quantitative mass spectrometry studies com-

bined with interactomic analysis suggest key roles for nuclear PARP1

in regulating DNA damage/repair; CDK1 in regulating IPF MPC stem-

ness and self-renewal; and BACH1 in regulating IPF MPC viability. In

addition to these nuclear proteins, our quantitative mass spectrom-

etry studies combined with interactomic analysis suggests that PML,

SMARCA4, and SFPQ as well as other nuclear proteins positioned

in key upstream signaling hubs may be worthy for further investiga-

tion for their potential role in regulating the pathologic behavior of

IPF MPCs. We suggest that our IPF MPC nuclear proteomics data

and IPA results are an excellent resource for future investigation of

IPF MPC function. In conclusion, using quantitative mass spectrom-

etry studies combined with interactomic analysis, we uncovered key

roles for nuclear PARP1, CDK1, and BACH1 in regulating IPF MPC

fibrogenicity.
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4 METHODS

4.1 Primary mesenchymal cell lines

Six primary lung mesenchymal cell lines were established from six

individual patients fulfilling diagnostic criteria for IPF including a

pathological diagnosis of usual interstitial pneumonia (2000). Cell lines

were derived from lungs, characterized as mesenchymal cells, and

cultivated as previously described [57, 58, 62].

4.2 Isolation of mesenchymal progenitor cells

IPF and control mesenchymal progenitor cells were isolated from pri-

mary IPF and control mesenchymal cell cultures at passage 0 (initial

isolate before subcultivation) through passage 4 [57]. For isolation

of MPCs, primary IPF mesenchymal cells were labeled with mouse

antihuman SSEA4 antibody conjugated to Alexa Fluor® 647 (Clone

MC-813-70; Catalogue #560796; BD Biosciences, Franklin Lake, NJ,

USA) andmouse antihumanCD44 conjugated to FITC (Clone IM7; Cat-

alogue #103006; BioLegend, San Diego, CA, USA). Cells were sorted

on a FACS Aria Cell Sorter (BD Biosciences). Cells that were SSEA4+

and CD44+ (relative to mouse IgG3 κ isotype control conjugated to

Alexa Fluor®647 andmouse IgM κ isotype control conjugated to FITC,
respectively) (clone J606, catalogue #560803 BD Biosciences and cat-

alogue #402207; BioLegend) were collected. For MPC isolation, the

FACS Sorter gate was set to collect SSEA4 positive cells at the top 3%

of CD44 expression.

4.3 Self–renewal assay

Single cell suspensions of IPFMPCswere incorporated intomethylcel-

lulose gels (Stemcell Technologies, Vancouver, Canada) andmaintained

in MSC SFM CTS (Thermo Scientific/Gibco, Rochford IL, USA) (37◦C,

5% CO2; 1 week). Enumeration of colonies was performed microscop-

ically and colony size was quantified by ImageJ. In some self-renewal

assays the cells were treated with the indicated concentrations of:

i) recombinant IL-8 (R & D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN); ii) 3-

aminobenzamide (Sigma, USA); or Ro3306 (EMDMillipore, USA).

4.4 Apoptosis assay

Apoptosis was quantified using a caspase 3 activity apoptosis kit

(Roche, USA) following the manufacturers’ instructions. Measure-

ments were quantified using a SpectraMax M3 microplate reader

(Molecular Devices).

4.5 Western blot and immunoprecipitation

Western blots were performed as previously described [58, 60].

Nuclear fractions were isolated from primary IPF and control MPCs

using NE-PER Nuclear and Cytoplasmic Extraction reagent (Thermo

Scientific, USA) following manufacturer’s instruction. The samples

were centrifuged at 12,000 × g for 15min at 4◦C, and the lysates were

precleared for 1 h at 4◦C with protein A/G beads and immunoprecipi-

tated for 2 h at 4◦Cwith the appropriate primary antibody.

4.6 Real-time reverse transcription PCR

Total RNA was extracted with the RNeasy minikit (Qiagen, USA).

PCR reactions contained 10 μl miScript RT–PCR Reaction Mix (Qia-

gen, USA), 1 μl miScriptreverse transcriptase, 900 nM forward primer,

900 nM reverse primer, 250 nM probe and 50 ng RNA in 20 μl. Reac-
tionswereperformed ina7900HTSequenceDetector (AppliedBiosys-

tems) with a cycling protocol described before (Applied Biosystems)

[59]. Primer sequences were as follows:

GAPDHForward: 5′- TGTTGCCATCAATGACCCCTT-3′
GAPDHReverse: 5′-CTCCACGACGTACTCAGCG-3′
PARP1 Forward: 5′-GGAAAGGGATCTACTTTGCCG-3′
PARP1 Reverse: 5′-TCGGGTCTCCCTGAGATGTG-3′
CDK1 Forward: 5′- TGGATCTGAAGAAATACTTGGATTCTA -3′
CDK1Reverse: 5′- CAATCCCCTGTAGGATTTGG -3′
BACH1 Forward: 5′-TGTGCCAGAGGAAACAGTGAG-3′
BACH1Reverse: 5′-TAGGCTTTCAAGACGCTGC-3′

4.7 Detection of senescent cells

IPF and control MPCs at 50% confluency were fixed and stained using

a β-Galactosidase staining kit (Millipore, USA). Senescent cells were

quantified using a phase contrast Leicamicroscope.

4.8 Plasmids/Constructs

For loss of function, PARP1, CDK1 and BACH1 were knocked down

using shRNA (pGIPZ-PARP1, pGIPZ-CDK1and pGIPZ-BACH1 shRNA;

ODT, Coralville, IA USA). Scrambled shRNA served as control.

4.9 Proteomics

Protein concentrations were determined in desalted samples with

Bradford reagent (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA), and then samples contain-

ing equal amounts of protein (20 μg) were labeled with TMT reagent

(Thermal Scientific, USA) as directed by the manufacturer’s instruc-

tions. Peptide/protein isolation and identification were conducted as

described previously. [47, 61]. TMT-based MS was used to obtain

proteomes from 6 samples (3 IPF and 3 control cell lines). LC-MS

data was acquired for each concatenated fraction using an Easy-nLC

1000 HPLC (Thermo Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA) in tandem with a

Thermo Fisher Orbitrap Fusion (Thermo Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA).
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Peptides were loaded directly onto a 75 cm × 100-μm internal diame-

ter fused silica PicoTip Emitter (New Objective, Woburn, MA) packed

in-house with ReproSil-Pur C18-AQ (1.9 μm particle, 120 Å pore; Dr.

Maish GmbH Ammerbuch, Germany). The column was heated to 55◦C

and a flow rate of 300 μL/min was applied during the gradient. The

gradient is as follows: 5% to 22% Buffer B (A: 0.1% formic acid in

water, B: 0.1% formic acid in acetonitrile) for 45 min, 22% to 35% B

for 25 min, and 35% to 95% B over 10 min. The column was mounted

in a nanospray source directly in line with an Orbitrap Fusion mass

spectrometer (Thermo Scientific). Spray voltage was 2.1 kV in positive

mode, and the heated capillary was maintained at 275◦C. The orbital

trapwas set to acquire surveymass spectra (380–1580m/z)with a res-

olution of 60,000 at 100 m/z with automatic gain control (AGC) 1.0E6,

250 ms min injection. EASY-IC was selected for internal mass calibra-

tion. The 12 most intense ions (2-7 charged state) from the full scan

were selected for fragmentation by higher-energy collisional dissocia-

tionwith normalized collision energy 35%, and detector settings of 60k

resolution, AGC 5E4 ions, 250 ms maximum injection time and FT first

mass mode fixed at 110 m/z. Dynamic exclusion was set to 40s with a

10 ppm high and low-mass tolerance.

4.10 Database searching for protein detection

The tandem mass spectra were analyzed using Sequest (XCorr Only)

in Proteome Discoverer 2.4.0.305 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,

MA).Weused theUniprothumanUniversal Proteome (UP000005640)

sequence database from July 12, 2019 merged with the common lab

contaminant protein database from, with a total of 174234 entries,

for the database searching. The Sequest search parameters included:

trypsin enzyme, fragment ion mass tolerance of 0.1 Da, precursor ion

tolerance 10 ppm, carbamidomethyl cysteine as a fixed modification;

pyroglutamic acid from glutamine, deamidation of asparagine, oxida-

tion of methionine, N-terminal protein acetylation and TMT 10plex for

lysine and peptide N-termini as variable modifications.

4.11 Relative protein quantification

Scaffold Q+ (v4.9, Proteome Software Inc., Portland, OR) was used

for relative quantification of proteins. Peptide identifications were

accepted if they could be established at greater than 89.0% probability

to achieve an FDR less than 1.0% by the Scaffold Local FDR algorithm.

Protein identifications were accepted if they could be established

at greater than 5.0% probability to achieve an FDR less than 1.0%

and contained at least two identified peptides. Protein probabilities

were assigned by the Protein Prophet algorithm [40]. Proteins that

contained similar peptides and could not be differentiated based

on MS/MS analysis alone were grouped to satisfy the principles

of parsimony. Proteins sharing significant peptide evidence were

grouped into clusters. Channelswere corrected for incomplete isotope

incorporation in all samples according to the algorithm described

in i-Tracker [49]. Normalization was performed iteratively (across

samples and spectra) on intensities, as described in Statistical Analysis

of Relative Labeled Mass Spectrometry Data from Complex Samples

Using ANOVA [41]. Medians were used for averaging. Spectra data

were log-transformed, pruned of those matched to multiple proteins,

and weighted by an adaptive intensity weighting algorithm. Of 46922

spectra in the experiment at the given thresholds, 36, 422 (78%)

were included in quantitation. Differentially expressed proteins

were determined by applying Permutation Test with unadjusted

significance level p < 0.05 corrected by the Benjamini–Hochberg

method.

4.12 Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA)

The nuclear protein list from the proteomic analysis was imported to

the IPA (http://www.ingenuity.com, 2021). Functional analyses were

performed to: (i) identify biological functions and/or diseases thatwere

most significant to the dataset; (ii) identify conical pathways that were

most significant to the dataset; and iii) the proteins associated with

the altered biological functions and/or diseases. Fisher’s exact test was

used to calculate a p-value determining the probability that each bio-

logical function and/or disease assigned to that dataset is due to chance

alone [28, 64].

4.13 Statistical analysis

All experiments were performed at least in triplicate, and results were

analyzed using the Student’s t-test or Two-Way ANOVA (Except the

Proteomics data processed as described above). The criterion for sig-

nificancewas p<0.05.Numerical data is reported asmeans± standard

deviations.

4.14 Proteomics data

The mass spectrometry proteomics data have been deposited to the

ProteomeXchange Consortium via the PRIDE [1] partner repository

with the dataset identifier PXD032352.
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